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PublisherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Note:Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed

by the Publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the

product.MediQuik Drug Cards, the card deck companion to Nursing2015 Drug Handbook, provides

concise drug information in a handy card format. Nursing students preparing for the NCLEX and

practicing nurses who need a quick reference to specific drugs will find this deck a valuable tool,

with a plastic sleeve for carrying selected cards, the drug cards offer important drug information,

including generic and trade names with pronunciations, indications and dosages, contraindications

and cautions, and much more. This new edition features: Tall-man lettering for easy-to-confuse

generic drug names; Overdose signs and symptoms; and an Appendix on vitamins. The Nursing

Process is used to address patient assessment, key nursing diagnoses, planning and

implementation, including patient teaching and evaluation of patient outcomes. Additional cards

addressing available forms and indications and uses of vitamins are also included. Users of

MediQuik are provided access to a free Online Toolkit featuring study aids and practical tips on drug

safety and administration videos, pharmacology animations, over 300 NCLEX-style questions, drug

pronunciation guide, English-to-Spanish audio translation guide, patient-teaching sheets and a

dosage calculator.
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Whether your a med student or a nursing student, these are a life saver and will be well worth the



purchase saving you more time to study. 300 drug cards, a ring, and a pouch come in the container.

It has online resources, herbal drug guide, pharm. videos, strategies, tables, therapeutic guidelines,

risk evaluations and so much more. These are well worth the money and comes with many

resources.

These are excellent cards for nursing school. They have all the info on them that you need. O went

ahead and highlighted on them exactly what our classes require. They come hole-punch and with a

ring to put them on for easy carrying. Great asset for nursing students. Saves lots of time instead of

having to write all the med cards.

I needed these for my clinicals in the nursing program. While they don't contain all the info I need,

most of it is on the cards. Not all the meds listed in the drug guide are in this pack but so far out of

the 70 drugs I've had to research and know I've only had to actually make new cards for around 8-9

of them. And there is Alittle space on each card if a few things need to be added as well as a few

blank cards to start new ones where needed.

I am a nursing student. I use these for my care plans, and for various assignments. I love them! I

have been recommending them to my classmates left and right.The little baggy they come with is

nice too; I put the medications for my clinical day in there just in case I need to review them.The

best part for me has been the "effects on lab test results." It helps tie everything together and

speeds up care plans.

These are great and everything you need for nursing school! Only been a couple so far that I had to

look up elsewhere. I posted these for my class and they love them!

Love the cards and would recommend them to anyone entering th nursing field

These have been very useful for studying as well as clinical prep in nursing school. I have been very

pleased with the variety and comprehensiveness with the set. I wish there were some way of

expanding the set however to include more cards with updates.

Awesome resource for nursing school. Easy to find medication you need by using index. Has all info

you need to complete care plans. Comes with a clear carrying envelope and clip ring to carry some



cards with you to clinical.
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